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Below is an excerpt from the audio transcript of our 3-CD audio set: KUKUU-TUNTUM The Ancestral 

Jurisdiction. This excerpt is from ABIESA (CD 3: track 1). To download our entire KUKUU-TUNTUM audio set 

for free, go to our website at:  www.odwirafo.com/kukuutuntumpage.html 

 

The whites and their offspring attempted to force Afurakanu/Afuraitkaitnut into the false belief that whites 

had a special relationship with god by creating a fictional prophet who was to bring the true religion of god to 

the people. They desire to control the actions of Afurakanu/Afuraitkaitnut by forcing the false belief that 

there is only one god and only one true religion. The whites desired to make Afurakanu/Afuraitkaitnut stop 

our communication with the Great God and the Great Goddess, Amen and Amenet, our communication 

with the Goddesses and Gods, our Ancestral Spirits and the Nature Spirits, so that we would follow the 

fictional white god, its fictional prophet and by extension we would follow the whites themselves. The name 

of the fictional prophet and their false religion is called muhammed and islam. 

prophet muhammed never existed. The term muhammed is a term the whites stole from the God Who is 

the male Spiritual Force that operates through the great river in Kamit often called the Nile. Because it very 

rarely rains in Kamit, the people of Kamit are greatly dependent on the great river for the growth of their 

crops, the well being of animals and themselves. The people depend on the great river for their survival and 

their ability to live a good life. 

The great river of Kamit is the longest river in the world. The name of the God of the river in the language of 

Kamit is Hap or Hapi. The great river Hap flows through the entire country of Kamit. In the language of 

Kamit, Reset means south and Meht means north. Because the God Hap governed the entire length of the 

country, the people referred to this God as Hap Reset, meaning Hap of the south, as He flows in the 

southern part of the country, and Hap Meht, meaning Hap of the north, as He flows in the northern part of 

the country. It was this aspect of the God of the river, Hap Meht, or Hap of the north, that the whites and 

their offspring who invaded Kamit were familiar with.  

The term for water in the language of Kamit is Mu. Mu Hap Meht thus means waters, Mu, of the northern 

nile, Hap Meht. It refers to the God Hap, this Spirit Force in Creation, as He operates through the river 

water of the northern Nile. The whites corrupted the title of the God of the waters of the northern Nile, 

Muhapmeht into muhammed.  

For thousands and thousands of years, Afurakanu/Afuraitkaitnut have communicated with the God Hap and 

invoked His Spirit under the names Hap Reset, Hap Meht and Mu Hap Meht. Not only have we fed our 

bodies with the water of the God, we have also energized our spirits with the unique energy of this Spirit 



Who operates through this river water. Every year the rainy season in the lands south of Kamit causes the 

water of the great river in Kamit to swell until the river floods its banks creating a tremendous lake. After a 

certain period, the floodwaters begin to decrease until they are no longer flooding the land on both sides of 

the river. The land on both sides of the river, after having been underwater for a period, is now very wet and 

fertile. At this time of the year, the people of Kamit have always gone out to plant seeds in this fertile soil. 

Because the land is so wet and fertile after the flood of Hap, a harvest of large crops was usually guaranteed. 

The coming of the God Hap to soak the land on both sides of the river is thus the coming of One Who is a 

bringer of a great harvest, abundance, a good life and peace. The whites applied this knowledge of the God 

Hap Meht to a fictional white male, and created the false belief that this fictional character was the last 

messenger of god and came to bring the world peace or islam. 

The term islam is another corruption of the whites. The root of the term is salem (salm). Salem is a 

corruption of the name Sarem, which is an ancient title of the God Hap. In the language of Kamit, Sarem is 

composed of Sa, which means shrine or sanctuary of a God or Goddess; and Rem, which means tear, or moisture 

from the eye. The swelling of the waters of the river is said to be caused by moisture or a tear from the Eye of 

Ra/Rait, the Great Spirit, because moisture in the eye indicates compassion. The Goddess Auset, as she 

operates through the star system, Sapadet, called „sirius‟, was referred to as the Eye of Ra. It is from Auset or 

Auset Sapadet, the Eye of Ra, that the Divine teardrop falls, which begins the swelling of the river Hap 

every year. This is because the yearly flood of the river was occasioned by the rise of the star Sapadet. When 

this star, which is the brightest star in the sky, would rise at the beginning of the year, it was an indication that 

the great flood was coming. Thus, for thousands of years, the people of Kamit have celebrated the beginning 

of the flood of the river Hap, during a holy day now called the “night of the drop”, meaning night of the 

Divine teardrop from the star Sapadet or Eye of Ra. 

The river Hap is a sanctuary, Sa, of the Divine moisture, or tear, Rem. Afurakanu/Afuraitkaitnut depended 

on the God Hap Meht, or Sarem, for survival and abundance as a means to maintain peace as a way of life. 

The whites corrupted the God Hap Meht‟s title Sarem to salem, isalem and islam, and claimed that it meant 

the religion, or way of life of peace. The spread of Sarem, or Mu Hap Meht, the waters of the northern Nile 

over the country was corrupted by the whites into the spread of isalem or islam and muhammed throughout 

the country. 

The God Hap is also the Spiritual Force operating through the great river of stars called the heavenly Nile. 

He is thus referred to as Hap Ur, meaning, Hap the Great. In your body, Hap operates through the blood 

which is made up mostly of water. Blood leaves your heart to flood the organs, structures and tissues of the 

body. Cells in the body receive nourishment and energy from this flood, so that they can execute their 

function in the body. 

The various functions of the God Hap, as the Spirit operating through the river on Earth, the river of stars in 

the sky and the river of blood in your body were corrupted by the whites, applied to their fictional white 

character muhammed and used to manufacture a life story for this fictional character. 

The whites and their offspring have no special connection to the Supreme Being. They have never 

had any prophets sent to them from the Supreme Being teaching any religion, and this they will 

never have. 
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Hap Reset         and         Hap Meht 

 Muhapreset (southern Nile) and Muhapmeht (northern Nile) 

 

Below are excerpts about the fictional character muhammed from our article-series (a compilation of a series of our posts on 

different forums) entitled: Origins of the Fictional characters of the bible, quran and talmud. This entire 

article-series can be downloaded from our website at: www.odwirafo.com/ktposts.doc 

 

“….Understand that 'R' and 'L' are interchangeable linguistically. In Kamit as well as the derivative Akan 

language there is no 'L', just a rolling 'R'. All words with 'L' in them are translated in both languages, and 

pronounced, as rolling 'R'….”  

“….There is much more to this story, as bilal is none other than the ancient God Baal (Bel). In Kamit, Baal 

is a form of Set. He is called Bar. Bar-Ur (Bar the Great) became Bal-Ul, Bel-Ul and Bil-al. 

Set is the God of the desert in Kamit amongst other things/functions. The deserts are just outside of the 

fertile plains of the nile valley. This is why when Muhapmeht (waters of the northern nile) floods the nile 

valley, the very first land that is flooded outside of the nile valley are the deserts. I.e., Bilal (Bar-Ur) the 

Kushite/Ethiopian/Black-Red individual/Desert was the first "convert" of muhammed. bilal being "burned" 

in the desert sands, etc., etc. is nothing more than an allusion to the fact that we are talking about Set (Bar) 

the God of the Desert….” 

  

Set (Bar-Ur) 



“….We can look at the functions of Hap Meht and see how they are perverted into a scheme about a white 

male who never existed. The waters (Mu) of the river (Hap Meht) overrun the land. The people are thus 

saved from drought and want, seemingly caused by the hot lands of the desert. Of course, the God Set, has 

been invoked for thousands and thousands of years by our people as the God of the desert. Set becomes 

Set-an or Satan as you observed. Setan is Shetan/Shaitan in arabic. The waters of the river begin to swell as a 

"response" to the Eye of Ra (Auset Sepdet/the star Sirius). Mu Hap Meht "listens" (is receptive to) to Ra 

and acts. Mu Hap Meht brings abundance to the people by being obedient to Ra. Mu Hap Meht is thus 

the image of: 

1) the messenger of Ra (he hears and obeys) 2) a saviour.  

The people are saved from Shetan (drought, want) by following and participating in the functions of Mu 

Hap Meht/Sarem (water, producing food and abundance).  

One of the titles of Ra is Ra Ur, meaning among other things "Ra, the Great One". This title Ur as well as 

the female equivalent Urt was a title conferred upon many Deities and great Ancestresses and Ancestors in 

Kamit. E.g. Heru Ur, Amen Ur, Urt Hekau.  

One of the most important linguistic perversions of the whites and their offspring was to translate the title 

UR into "UL" which also becomes "EL" and "AL" as well as "L". This is the proper derivation of the so-

called hebrew "El" and arabic "Al" or "L".  

"Ra Ur" or Ur Ra became "UL LA" and "AL LAH". Rait* or Rat Urt and Urt Rat became "UL LAT" or 

"AL LAT". Mu Hap Meht as the messenger of Ra Ur (Ra the Great God) or Ur Ra, became „muhammed the 

last messenger of allah‟. Note that some muslims spell and pronounce allah as ullah.  

[*Rat or Rait is the Creatress while Ra is the Creator. Together, They function as One Unit to Create the 

World.]  

 

In our bodies, our blood--made up mostly of water--is the shrine of Hapi. When the blood, which carries 

nutrients, overruns the land (tissues and organs) the inhabitants (cells) of the land (organs and tissues) are 

saved by the river of blood (Hap Meht).  

With respect to the quran. Let me just say for now that Khu or Aakhu in the language of Kamit means 

"intelligence", "enlightened", "wisdom", "illuminated or shining", etc. "Khu Ra" means "wisdom of Ra". 

This was corrupted into "qu ran". Note, that the muslims call the quran the "book of wisdom".  

In arabic Kamit is called "Misr". This is a perversion of the Coptic "Mesore" which is derived of Mes Ra or 

"Mesu Ra" meaning "birth of Ra". This is a title of Ra operating through the sun during the summer 

solstice. By the same token muslim is a perversion of mes rem. People are said to have been born "mes" of 

the tears "remu" which came from the Eye of Ra. The tears themselves took the form of a God named 

Rem.  

This is another connection of course to the Eye of Ra, causing Hapi to take the title "Sa Rem" (sanctuary of 

the Divine tear)….”  
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